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A red scare involves promoting fear broadly of a potential anarchism, communism, or 

any other leftist ideologies rise by a state or community. The term mainly represents political 

propaganda and had a significant impact in two periods of the United States history. The first 

time was immediately after World War I. The Red Scare involved a seeming threat from the 

political radicalism, anarchist revolution, and the American Labor Movement. The Second 

Red Scare happened immediately after the Second World War. It comprised the view that 

foreign or national communists were subverting the American federal government and the 

society. The Second Red scare had significant implications for Hollywood. In 1947 October, 

10 Hollywood members publicly denounced the HUAC(House  Un-American  Activities 

Committee) tactics. During the investigative committee probe allegations of communist 

influence on United States Motion picture industry. The prominent screen writers later came 

to be referred to as the “Hollywood Ten.” They received jail sentences and banned from 

working in Hollywood studios. They were the first members of the Hollywood blacklist 

whereby anyone communist or a communist sympathizer was banned from working in 

Hollywood studios. Various films have been created to document the period such as Guilty by 

Suspicion by Irwin Winker in 1991. This document reviews Guilty by suspicion describing 

how the blacklisted and the informants are represented in the film.  

Guilty by Suspicion is an American Dram released in the 15th of March 1991. It is 

about McCarthyism, House Un-American Activities Committee, and the Hollywood 

blacklist. The Hollywood blacklist was a list of banned people from Hollywood because of 

their association with communism. During that period if an individual was identified as being 

close to someone with a communist, they were included in the Hollywood blacklist together 

with communists. The House of American Activities Committee was convinced that 

Hollywood was an ideal platform for subversion (Thorne, 2020). They held hearings and 

investigated the communism allegations involving many directors, actors, and writers.  The 
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movies take the viewers on a thrilling roller coaster in which characters have to choose 

between their friends or their country. Choosing their friends mainly resulted in losing jobs 

while choosing the country would mean betraying colleagues and close associates(Thorne, 

2020).  

HUAC in the late 1940’s after the Second World War perceived former members of 

the Communist party or groups associate to it were attempting subversion through 

Hollywood. This was especially rampant when Russia was viewed as being against fascism. 

A significant number of the people who testified on the HUAC hearings admitted the 

activities they had in politics since being a member of any political party was not a crime 

(Thorne, 2020). However, this was not enough for the committee. It required names of people 

that had been associated with the party by asking for lists of people seen at party meetings or 

rumours of membership. HUAC knew the names it required from the interviewees and was 

only conduct8ing a hearsay evidence (Winkler, 1991). As portrayed in the film, the process 

was brutal and traumatized the people going through it since they suffered public humiliation 

and shame.  

The movie vividly depicts the misuse of power ordained to the HUAC members from 

the famous and rich. They had a significant amount of publicity because they interviewed big 

stars such as John Garfield, significant play writes such as Lillian Hellman and Arthur Miller, 

and Screen writers like Dalton Trumbo (Winkler, 1991). HUAC exercised its power by 

forcing Hollywood studios to blacklist persons who would not cooperate with their demands. 

Guilty by Suspicion shows how HUAC once offered people an option of either their country 

or their friends in the Hollywood industry(Thorne, 2020).  The story still divides those who 

gave up names and those who did not to this day.  

As indicated by history, persons who did not cooperate with HUAC and remained 

solid in their principles were vindicated. However, the movie raises a question of how would 
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the viewer judge people who betrayed their principles when at that time it meant losing their 

jobs and risk of never getting employed  in the film industry.  

Guilty by Suspicion focuses on the story of David Merrill, a fictional director during 

the Hollywood blacklisting era. His role is played by Robert De Niro. David Merrill is 

portrayed as man who is not a hero or a fanatic. However, he does appal the idea of betraying 

his colleagues and friends to a group that he has no affiliations, concerns, or respect for. At 

the beginning of the film, Merrill returns with Darryl F. Zanuk(a friend) from Europe to 

attend a conference (Winkler, 1991). Darryl F. Zanuk was 20th Century Fox’s head and his 

role is played by Ben Piazza in the film. Zanuk is portrayed as not being concerned about the 

allegation as he arrives back from Europe because he is not subversive. The movie shows that 

Merrill attended a few party meetings before when Hollywood encouraged embracing anti-

fascists groups(Thorne, 2020). However, he was thrown out by the party for too much 

arguing.  

Merrill later discovers that things are not as easy as he thought and he is informed to 

find Graff(a lawyer). Graff’s role is played by Sam Wanamaker who was also listed in the 

Hollywood Blacklist.  Graff is portrayed as mischievously witty and tactful as he explains to 

Merrill how they could handle everything privately. He asks Merrill that all the cases brought 

forward against him could be cleared if he mentioned some names and cooperate with the 

HUAC process(Winkler, 1991). Graff assures that by doing this he will be cleared to work on 

his next project. However, failure will result in public hearings, project cancellation, and a 

scandal. HUAC wants Graff to mention his friend George Wendt(a writer) but Merrill cannot 

betray his friend. As such, his project is cancelled and he cannot find a job anywhere else but 

he does not know why but the viewers are aware of the Blacklist (Lee, 2020) . 

The film then progresses to show how Merrill move back with his estranged wife due 

to needing encouragement and being broke. As he travels to New York, his friends sham him 
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because he is included in the blacklist (Lee, 2020). He listens as his friend Bunny is forced to 

mention Merrill in tears with the movie showing the trauma that the experience presented 

(Winkler, 1991). He also witnesses a famous actress drive over a cliff due to stress of being 

included in the blacklist. Another blacklisted director Martin Scorsese in the film plans to 

leave the country and hires Merrill under a pseudonym but later fires him after they are 

discovered. How the film depicts these scene, is inspired by how Gary Cooper balked at 

people being blackmailed into telling on their friends.  

Guilty by Suspicion generally portrays a matter-of-fact approach. The director Irwin 

Winkler portrays his characters seamlessly. For instance, the role of Scorsese and De Niro 

show professionalism as they discuss editing of a sequence. Another instance is how he 

portrays Zanuck’s character in the carefully m3easured dialogue. The director through the 

film shows his respect for the work he does and also how he does not care for then 

Hollywood Blacklist. The movies is enjoyable and shows a relevant history in the United 

States and Hollywood. 
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